
Humorgruppen KAJ



KAJ 

• They are 26 years old, live in 
Helsinki but are born in 
Osthrobothnia and are now 
working on their jubilee concert 
KAJ 10.

• Kevin mostly plays the guitar but 
also the keyboard. Axel plays the 
bass, the violin and the saxofon. 
Jakob plays the melodica, the 
guitar and is the lead singer. 
They like climbing and making 
films.



Gambämark

• Gambämark is their first musical 
which they performed at Wasa 
Teater. It was seen by 23 341 
persons and became one of the 
biggest successes the theatre has 
had. It's about the fictive town 
"Gambämark" which closes itself 
behind a wall, they want  
everything to be as it was in the old 
days. The community was led by a 
strong leader and everybody else 
was forced to think the same way 
as the leader. The characters in the 
musical were inspired by real 
people they had met.



Vörjeans

• Vörjeans is their sideproject that 
they do for fun. It's a rockabilly 
band that loves Volvo and 
parties. No more, no less. Ride 
on!

• KAJ became a group when they 
wrote their first song and had 
their first gig. Before that they 
had been friends ever since high 
school and a little before.



Questions

• Do you know what the Erasmus+ 
project is?

-"I've heard of it and actually was 
thinking about if I myself (Axel) 
would go, but it collided with many 
plays we had booked so I decided to 
skip exchange and instead develop in 
KAJ."
• What do you define as culture?
- everything with an ambition to 
entertain or provoke thoughts. 
Everything where you express 
yourself creatively.

• Do you think that artists can promote 
democracy and sustainability in the 
society?

-Absolutely, you can do that by choosing 
what you write about, how you tell 
stories and what you choose to say and 
do with the space you have got.



Taco Hej - KAJ

Kom Ti Byin - KAJ

Pa To Ta Na Kako - KAJ

Jåo Nåo E Ja Jåo YOLO Ja Nåo - KAJ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_J3ewiYdm6U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDWuhjKO8nI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9FgCNV2yYOk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0UPv4Bh0bxk

